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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2791: Fighting His Way Out! 

“Move!” 

Ye Yuan shouted fiercely, controlling dozens of flying swords to kill a grand completion Saint Sovereign 

HEaven powerhouse again. 

At this time, Ye Yuan already slew three grand completion Saint Sovereign Heavens! 

But, in the time that he killed these three people, another five came one after another! 

These five people were all grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses! 

However, Ye Yuan was not afraid, urging the Universe Sword Formation to the extreme. 

After fighting fiercely for a long time, the five great war generals were long already a spent force. At this 

time, they could only barely manage to resist. 

If it dragged on a while longer, he might not be unable to kill one or two of them. 

Unassuming when not killing, but when he went on a killing spree, then he would kill until the other 

party got chills! 

Otherwise, there would be endless troubles. 

After all, this place was a large sea region, with countless powerhouses! 

“Human boy, you slaughtered my Qian Kui Sea Region’s powerhouses. I’ll definitely flay your skin and 

pull out your tendons today!” Yun Yang roared angrily. 

Helplessly watching three grand completion Saint Sovereign Heavens die in front of them, these people 

became even crazier. 

Ye Yuan smiled coldly and said, “Today’s battle, this Ye showed leniency time and again. It was you all 

who kept pushing me! Now, you’re blaming this Ye for killing people!?Huhu,?do you really think that I’m 

scared of you all? Once slaughter starts, I’ll go on a killing spree then!” 

As he said, Ye Yuan urged the sword formation and rushed toward Sword Formation frenziedly. 

Among this group of people, Starshine was the most heavily injured and was already an arrow at the end 

of its flight. 

Want to kill, then it was naturally him! 

Of course, fighting until now, Ye Yuan’s injuries were not weak either. 

But, compared to his opponents, it was still within an acceptable range. 

“Damn it! Why aren’t those guys here yet!” When Whalebillow saw that Starshine was almost unable to 

withstand, he was anxious until his face contorted. 
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But the current Ye Yuan completely had a reckless fighting style that disregarded his life. His offensive 

power was extremely fearsome. 

Being in the sword formation, there was no leeway for him to be distracted. 

Just as they were fighting fiercely, several powerful auras suddenly arrived with a howl! 

When Whalebillow and the rest felt this aura, they were instantly ecstatic. 

“Hahaha?… Kid, the six great war generals in the nearby three great sea regions are about to arrive 

soon! This time, see if you still won’t die!” Whalebillow said with a wild laugh. 

Ye Yuan naturally felt these powerful auras too, and he was also slightly surprised in his heart. 

So many general powerhouses, he could not bear it too! 

Once surrounded, it would really cost him a layer of skin even if he did not die. 

“Is that so? Then … you all have a batch die first before talking!” 

As he said, Ye Yuan suddenly formed a seal. Hundreds of sword lights all pierced toward Starshine with a 

whistle! 

Starshine only felt that it was all sword light blotting out the skies and covering the earth. There was 

nowhere to evade at all! 

“Starshine!” 

Whalebillow roared loudly, but it was already too late to want to save. 

In desperation, the martial techniques of Whalebillow and the rest smashed towards Ye Yuan frenziedly. 

Ye Yuan had long expected it, spatial rule instantly unfolding. 

However, it was the joint attack of four great war generals. The power was too terrifying. 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Two explosions sounded out, Starshine and the grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven beside him 

were directly blown into nothingness by Ye Yuan without the slightest resistance. 

Swoosh! 

And right at this time, an afterimage streaked across the sky. Ye Yuan actually took advantage of this 

interval and flew away. 

But at this time, Ye Yuan’s abdomen was empty. Flesh and blood actually could not even be seen. 

This strike earlier, he avoided the vitals. But he still could not completely avoid it in the end. 

“Damn it! That boy is seriously injured. Chase after and kill him!” Yun Yang yelled, a group of people 

chasing after Ye Yuan frenziedly. 



Among the five people, Whalebillow was the closest to Starshine. 

Now, Starshine was killed, Whalebillow was furious to the extreme. 

“Motherf*cker! This kid sustained such heavy wounds, but he can actually still run so fast! Don’t let Your 

Father catch up if you have the ability!” 

Ye Yuan was severely injured at this time. Even his speed slowed down too. 

However, he already swallowed two grade five heavenly pills. His injuries and divine essence were in the 

midst of recovering rapidly. 

These two grade five heavenly pills were precisely grade five true grade heavenly pills. The recovery 

power was extremely shocking. 

In the past few decades, Ye Yuan put most of his energy on alchemy. 

He devoted himself to studying the Hundred Herbs Illustrated Handbook as well as the Alchemy Dao 

records obtained from the Labyrinth Divine Palace. At present, his Alchemy Dao already improved 

further! 

Although grade five heavenly medicines were precious, since Ye Yuan was heading out, it was naturally 

impossible not to make any preparations. 

Otherwise, in the vast sea, he would be exhausted to death by people too. 

Yun Yang and the rest were all grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses. Their speed was 

naturally not slow. 

It looked like the distance from Ye Yuan was dwindling little by little. 

But very soon, they discovered that the aura on Ye Yuan’s body grew stronger and stronger, and his 

speed got faster and faster. 

At this moment, Whalebillow and the others could not help but want to curse and swear. 

“Fucking hell! Is this kid immortal? Why is he recovering so fast? Brat, don’t run if you have the 

capabilities!” Whalebillow stomped his feet in annoyance. 

Only a moron would not run! 

Dawdling with you here, to wait for death? 

But Ye Yuan felt that there were more than ten powerful auras currently howling over from several 

directions ahead. 

Among them, there were six powerhouses who were not weaker than Whalebillow and the other 

powerhouses who were currently rushing over swiftly. 

Ye Yuan naturally planned it out when he chose to break through the encirclement at this time. 

Being heavily injured, he was unable to face ten great grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven 

transformation powerhouses. He would be biting off more than he could chew. 



Once surrounded by them, then he would really be unable to bear the consequences of failure. 

Ahead, six powerful auras already got closer and closer, their figures already appearing in the horizon. 

Whalebillow was overjoyed when he saw the situation and said, “Bing Chen, Zhou Lin, Fei Yan, delay this 

punk! Don’t let him run away!” 

The powerhouse called Bing Chen said with a loud laugh, “Whalebillow, your Qian Kui Sea Region is too 

weak! So many people besieging a lower Saint Sovereign Heaven and you actually let him run away!” 

“Haha,?want us to act, sure! Add another Sea Soul Pill each!” Zhou Lin took the opportunity to extort. 

Whalebillow did not have time to bargain with him and immediately said, “No problem! Attack for me!” 

Bing Chen laughed loudly and said, “Brat, you, a human, actually dare to act wildly in the sea region. 

You’re really tired of living! Stay behind obediently. Your Lord Bing will use you to trade for Sea Soul 

Pills!” 

Done talking, the six people’s auras released, transformation martial techniques smashing over towards 

Ye Yuan crazily. 

With six great transformation powerhouses making a move, how shocking was the commotion? 

At this time, Ye Yuan’s injuries were already 60% recovered. The large hole in his abdomen pretty much 

recovered already too. 

Facing the pincer attack of six great powerhouses, he did not reduce his speed, but divine essence 

erupted instead, his speed skyrocketing! 

When Whalebillow saw this scene, his pupils could not help constricting, and he cried out in shock, “Be 

careful, this boy’s sword formation is extremely formidable! Starshine already died at his hands just 

now!” 

Bing Chen and the rest were naturally not fools. Just now, they only had the intention of nauseating 

Whalebillow and the others. 

Before coming, they were already aware of it. 

Furthermore, for a lower Saint Sovereign Heaven to be able to escape from the hands of five great 

transformation powerhouses, it indicated a lot of things in itself. 

Therefore, they did not hold back on this strike but called forth all their power! 

However, hearing that Starshine actually died, these people were still shocked. 

But at this time, they already clashed in close quarters! 

Ye Yuan ignored the rest and rushed straight for Zhou Lin, his speed swift to the extreme. 

Just now, when he suddenly accelerated, he actually barely managed to avoid the six people’s combined 

attack. 

And at this time, Universe Sword Formation emerged in full force! 



“DIE!” 

Ye Yuan roared, countless sword lights sweeping toward Zhou Lin. 

“Damn it! Save me!” 

Zhou Lin’s expression changed wildly, wanting to avoid Ye Yuan. But it was already too late. 

Both parties’ speed was too fast! 

Describing it was slow. But actually, it was merely a blink of an eye, and both parties already clashed in 

close quarters. 

Boom! 

A terrifying explosion transmitted out of the void. Zhou Lin instantly turned to ashes under this blow! 

A streak of flowing light cut across the sky, Ye Yuan actually forcefully killed his way out amidst the 

encirclement of six people! 

However, Ye Yuan was not any better. 

The combined attack of six great transformation experts, he did not defend at all either. It could be seen 

how terrifying this attack was. 

He only avoided the core of this strike. 

But ultimately, he was unable to completely avoid it. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2792: If This Exalt Says That Ill Protect You, Then Ill Protect You! 

“Xiao Qing, didn’t you say that the sea is full of dangers? Why does it seem to be just like that when we 

walked all the way?” 

“Reputation isn’t as good as meeting in the flesh. Maybe the true spirits in the sea are all very friendly?” 

“Mn,?what you said is right.?Sigh,?this exalt has been invincible in the Yuchi Continent far too long and 

is seriously a little bored. Otherwise, I really couldn’t quite bear to leave.” 

“Master is amazingly talented, your aptitude reigning the present era! A tiny little Yuchi Continent can’t 

accommodate Master anymore! Being able to follow Master to take a look at the world outside is Xiao 

Qing’s paramount honor!” 

“Huhu,?Xiao Qing has discerning eyes like burning torches. This exalt just likes this about you! Xiao Qing, 

do you think that Master, I, can also reign the contemporary era when I go outside?” 

“That’s a certainty! Master will definitely find lucky chances very soon and break through to True 

Sovereign Heaven. Then you’ll ascend to the summit again and look down proudly on the present era!” 

“Haha,?I think so too!?Uh?… It’s just that this sea is vast and a little boring!” 

… … 
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A youth in an azure shirt rode a black ox and was currently strolling on the surface of the sea, enjoying it 

very pleasantly like he was on a vacation. 

The youth in a green shirt had a look like only he was invincible, and the loneliness of an expert. 

However, his aura was indeed very powerful. He was actually a grand completion Saint Sovereign 

Heaven powerhouse. 

The black bull under his seat was also initial-stage upper Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

This kind of strength, even when placed in the sea, it was rather strong too. 

Therefore, it was still considered peaceful traveling all this way. 

The youth was called Yang Qing, the Yuchi Continent’s strongest powerhouse, similarly to the Zhuo 

Bufan back then. 

However, he no longer had room for improvement on Yuchi Continent. That was why he would leave to 

search for the opportunity to break through to True Sovereign Heaven. 

Suddenly, there was an undulation in the void far away. The lethargic Yang Qing suddenly became 

excited. 

“There’s someone!?Heh,?traveled for a year already, finally met a living person!?Uh?… Only lower Saint 

Sovereign Heaven and he actually dares to come to the sea. That’s pretty gutsy! Xiao Qing, go over!” 

Yang Qing patted Xiao Qing. Xiao Qing understood, and his figure moved, going up to greet. 

Very soon, a figure appeared in Yang Qing’s field of vision. It was a young man in a white shirt. 

“Little Brother, the sea is vast. How about we become companions?” Yang Qing called out loudly. 

Ye Yuan, who was currently flying away swiftly, his expression could not help becoming a little strange 

when he heard the call. 

This guy wanted to become buddies and travel together with him? 

Tired of living, right? 

“No need! Each goes his own way!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Yang Qing was not angry either, keeping up with Ye Yuan’s footsteps and said with a smile, “Little 

Brother, I see that your strength isn’t strong. If you come with me, your safety will be guaranteed 

too.?Uh?… But your speed is pretty fast.” 

Ye Yuan gave Yang Qing a glance rather surprisedly too. This guy could actually keep up with his speed. 

However, he was also very surprised to run into a human here. 

Looking at the other party, he also guessed a little. He probably set out to sea to look for lucky chances. 

“If you’re not afraid of death, just follow me,” Ye Yuan said indifferently. 



“Afraid of death??Haha?… Little Brother, you must be joking! I, Saint Exalt Azuresky, am invincible under 

the heavens! Unless a True Sovereign Heaven acts, otherwise, this exalt will keep you safe!” Yang Qing 

said with a loud laugh. 

The large black bull also said, “Young one, relax! Master’s strength sweeps across the present era. Even 

if five grand completion Saint Sovereign Heavens come, they’re not his match either! Protecting a lower 

Saint Sovereign Heaven like you is too effortless.” 

Ye Yuan could not resist rolling his eyes. This guy was overly confident, right? 

Was this hypnotizing himself, that he was really invincible under the heavens? 

If there wasn’t a group of troops in pursuit behind me, I could slap you to death right now. Do you believe 

it or not? 

Ye Yuan did not pay attention to these two living treasures and flew without any care, urging his speed 

to the extreme. 

“Huhu,?Little Brother, this sea is so vast. Why are you in such a hurry? Why not slow down and enjoy the 

scenery of nature a little? It’s conducive to the improvement of realm too,” Yang Qing said with a smile. 

Ye Yuan was speechless. 

“Little Brother, you’re very cold! Let this exalt tells you. It’s very hard to achieve Great Dao with this kind 

of mentality! There aren’t as many dangers as you think in the sea. Even if there are, you should also 

look at it with a smile.” 

Ye Yuan was speechless. 

“Little Brother …” 

Yang Qing was also bored for too long. Finally having found someone to talk to, his entire person 

became a chatterbox. 

Ye Yuan could not be bothered to pay attention to him, but he was also somewhat surprised at the 

other party’s strength. 

Even if it was grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven, there were not many capable of keeping up 

with his speed too. 

Suddenly, his expression changed. Five powerful auras ahead came to intercept. 

He detected it. Yang Qing naturally perceived it too. 

“Eh??Are these sea race powerhouses? After traveling for so long, it’s still this exalt’s first time 

encountering sea race powerhouses. Let’s go and say hi,” Yang Qing said rather excitedly. 

Ye Yuan was speechless again. 

How exhausting! 

How did this guy cultivate to his current realm? 



In virtually a blink of an eye, the five auras already arrived with a howl. 

These five people were shockingly all general-level powerhouses! 

Yang Qing did not wait for the other party to speak either, directly going up to greet as he said with a 

smile,?“Huhu,?gentlemen are sea race powerhouses, right? This exalt is Yuchi Continent’s number one 

person, Saint Exalt Azuresky! Today, I’m fortunate to get acquainted with you …” 

“You’re together with this punk?” A sea race powerhouse in the forefront directly interrupted Yang 

Qing’s words and asked coldly. 

Yang Qing smiled and said, “Of course, we’re together!” 

Ye Yuan could not let out a single word. 

He was really speechless. This guy was really bold enough. Couldn’t he tell whether it was good or bad 

words? 

“Kill!” The sea race powerhouse roared, five people directly going all out and suppressing Ye Yuan two 

people. 

Yang Qing was taken aback. Before he could react to what was going on, the other party already acted. 

However, he was well-deserving of being Yuchi Continent’s number one person. He suddenly slammed a 

punch out and actually reached first despite launching later, directly repelling the two people in front. 

And Ye Yuan also released the Universe Sword Formation and clashed together with three people. 

How could the large black bull dare to take part in such a grand battle? It ran away with a whoosh. 

“My goodness, is there some misunderstanding, gentlemen?” Yang Qing fought as he said. 

“No misunderstanding!” That general in the forefront yelled. 

“But this exalt didn’t provoke you all!” Yang Qing said in puzzlement. 

“You didn’t, but he did!” 

“Hey, Little Brother, just how did you provoke them?” Yang Qing could not resist looking towards Ye 

Yuan and could not help getting a shock. 

Ye Yuan fought one-on-three and actually suppressed the other party! 

These three people were all transformation experts! 

Just now, he actually looked down on this kid? 

A lower Saint Sovereign Heaven actually suppressed three great transformation powerhouses! 

This boy was actually even more monstrous than him! 

“It’s nothing. I just killed a few people,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

The moment Yang Qing heard this, he said,?“Oh,?it’s merely five transformation experts. There won’t be 

a problem if we join forces! This exalt says that I’ll protect you, then I’ll protect you!” 



After saying this, Yang Qing released his aura and beat the two people until they steadily lost ground. 

But in this short delay, several dozen powerful auras in the rear arrived with a howl. 

All of them were grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven experts! 

When Yang Qing saw the situation, his scalp could not help tingling, and he cried out strangely, “Kid, just 

how many freaking powerhouses did you provoke?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2793: Sudden Counterattack! 

“It’s also not a lot. I’ve killed people from the four great sea regions. Now, the four great sea regions’ 

powerhouses are all on the way to hunt me down.?Oh,?these four great sea regions’ overlords are all 

True Sovereign Heaven powerhouses,” Ye Yuan’s hands did not slow down as he said coolly. 

“… …” 

Yang Qing only felt his scalp tingle, feeling speechless. 

True Sovereign Heaven powerhouse! 

Just now, he was still saying that he would protect Ye Yuan under True Sovereign Heaven. 

But now, this fellow really provoked True Sovereign Heavens! 

Who am I? 

Where am I? 

Aren’t I … invincible? 

“Hurry up and break out of the encirclement. We won’t be able to run if we’re surrounded!” 

Ye Yuan shouted loudly, Universe Sword Formation suddenly erupting, inflicting heavy wounds onto 

someone by trading injuries, and flying away once more. 

“Wait for me!” 

Yang Qing sent the two people flying with one punch and chased after Ye Yuan. 

Xiao Qing was sharp too, dashing under Yang Qing’s crotch with a lunge. 

“You’re still following me?” Ye Yuan said in surprise. 

“They already think that I’m together with you! Little Brother, you’re a formidable figure, to actually be 

able to cause an uproar in four great sea regions! I feel that we’re kindred spirits!” Yang Qing said in 

admiration. 

Ye Yuan was speechless. 

Who was freaking kindred spirits with you? 

However, with such a powerhouse following, it could share quite a bit of pressure, so Ye Yuan was not 

long-winded either. 
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Behind them, Whalebillow shouted loudly, “Punk who’s surnamed Ye, you can’t escape! The 

powerhouses of three great sea regions ahead are already all rushing over towards this side!” 

This group of people had already chased Ye Yuan for three days and three nights! 

Ye Yuan already killed more than ten grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses as he 

moved. 

Among them, he had killed the war generals of four great sea regions. 

It was also because of this that Ye Yuan completely triggered an uproar in the four great sea regions. 

All of the four great sea regions’ powerhouses swarmed out in full force, carrying out obstructions and 

intercepting him. 

The fights along the way were like just now. 

Yang Qing just happened to run into Ye Yuan during the interval of pursuit. 

What surprised Ye Yuan was that beyond the shock, Yang Qing was actually rather excited to encounter 

this kind of situation. 

This guy’s brain had a problem, right? 

As for the Whalebillow at the back, Ye Yuan directly ignored him. 

“Little Brother, there’s no meaning in running like this. Why don’t we join hands and pull off a big play? 

How about it? Heh heh, really haven’t had such a thrilling thing for a long time!” Yang Qing actually 

giggled. 

He had been invincible on the Yuchi Continent for too long. 

Ye Yuan’s brows raised up, thinking to himself that this Yang Qing’s strength was extremely formidable, 

fighting one-on-two with great ease. 

If he joined hands with him, they could pull it off! 

Continue running like this was not a solution either. 

“Okay!” Ye Yuan said straightforwardly. 

Yang Qing said excitedly, “How do I address Little Brother?” 

“Ye Yuan!” 

“Younger Brother Ye’s sword formation is very formidable. You use the sword formation to cover me. 

Let’s do a sudden counterattack!” 

“No problem!” 

Yang Qing was taken aback and said, “You trust me so much? Aren’t you scared that I sell you out?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “You can’t sell me!” 



Yang Qing laughed and said, “Alright, domineering enough. You have the style of me, Saint Exalt 

Azuresky! Kill!” 

Yang Qing roared, his figure suddenly shooting backward, charging toward the crowd. 

With the delay just now, both sides’ distance was already extremely near. 

The moment he turned back, both sides directly fought in close quarters! 

The group that was pursuing them already reached more than 30 people! 

Adding in those few war general powerhouses earlier, the other sides’ transformation experts now were 

as many as 13 people! 

This force was absolutely extremely terrifying. 

Ye Yuan displayed spatial rule, his figure turning around by defying common sense, and was actually 

even faster than Yang Qing. 

But at this time, the long spear in Yang Qing’s hand shook, an astonishing momentum rising to the sky. 

At this moment, Ye Yuan felt it too. This Yang Qing was a two-laws transformation! 

However, this guy perfectly fused Spear Dao and Destruction Dao together. 

Before the long spear was unleashed, everyone already felt a destructive power! 

And the grandmist treasure long spear in Yang Qing’s hands actually turned false and real, the imposing 

momentum condensing without scattering. 

Clearly, Yang Qing was a super powerhouse in the spear path. 

The team that was pursuing was chasing after with all their might. Clearly, they did not expect that these 

two people still dared to deal a sudden counterattack. 

With this, they were caught off-guard! 

“Tyrant’s Spear!” 

Yang Qing shouted loudly, the long spear piercing through the head of the war general who was in his 

face like a rainbow. 

Tyrant’s Spear? 

Bastard’s?spear1? 

Why did this guy feel so unreliable? 

However, his strength was extremely strong. 

“Universe Sword!” 

Ye Yuan also shouted fiercely, similarly finishing off a war general powerhouse. 

One exchange, two general level experts fell! 



The group that was chasing them was immediately dumbfounded. 

However, Whalebillow and the rest had seen before grand spectacles too, they woke up extremely 

quickly. 

“Kill! Don’t let these two punks run! Must kill them!” Whalebillow growled. 

There was no need for him to instruct them. There were already countless attacks that smashed toward 

the two. 

The assault earlier, the two people directly disrupted the other party’s formation. 

At this time, as soon as Ye Yuan released the Universe Sword Formation, it directly enveloped dozens of 

people inside, helping Yang Qing to block most of the attacks. 

While Yang Qing’s long spear had an unstoppable momentum, piercing through another ordinary grand 

completion Saint Sovereign Heaven with one spear again. 

“Damn it! Damn it! Surround the two of them! Don’t let them run!” Whalebillow bellowed. 

They were hunting down Ye Yuan. In the end, Ye Yuan was fine, but they died one after another! 

Whalebillow was virtually going insane now. 

Although two general level powerhouses died, there were still 11 of them. 

Once they formed an encirclement, it was definitely impossible for Ye Yuan two people to escape. 

“Can’t ward off anymore! Retreat!” Just before the other party formed an encirclement, Ye Yuan directly 

urged the sword formation and killed a grand completion Sword Formation Heaven, killing his way out 

of the heavy encirclement again. 

“Punk, you sold me out!” Yang Qing was currently too excited from the slaughtering and did not react in 

time at all. 

He shouted loudly, his back directly sustaining a vicious blow, half his body collapsing. However, he also 

forcefully killed his way out and caught up to Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan could not refrain from rolling his eyes. Why was this guy so stubborn? 

That sort of situation just now, did he still need him to warn? 

Could it be that he was even prepared to kill all these people? 

Yang Qing was strong, but he was also merely about on par with Ye Yuan. 

Killing, they definitely could not kill easily. 

Once entangled, that would be death. 

But Yang Qing was good, getting excited from killing and actually wanted to fight to the death … 

Ye Yuan casually threw a heavenly pill over. The moment Yang Qing caught it and looked, his eyes could 

not help lighting up, and he cried out in surprise, “True grade! Good stuff!” 



Immediately without hesitation, he directly swallowed it. 

His body that was blown away also grew out at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

“Hahaha,?really good stuff! Come, come, come, let’s fight again!” Yang Qing raised his head to the sky 

and said with a loud laugh. 

Hearing this, Whalebillow and the others who were at the back could not help being shocked, their 

speed immediately slowing down. 

However, Ye Yuan two people directly increased their speed and shook everyone off. 

“ARRHHHH!?Punk who’s surnamed Ye, I’ll definitely kill you!” From behind came Whalebillow’s bellow. 

Ye Yuan was rendered speechless.?It wasn’t me who mocked you either. What are you killing me for? 

However, with the addition of Yang Qing, this great escape became interesting. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2794: True Sovereign Heaven Descends! 

“Brother Yang, kill!” 

Above the void, Ye Yuan suddenly shouted. 

Behind him, the army that was chasing them suddenly stopped. 

Ye Yuan two people did not have the intention of turning back at all. They fled even faster instead. 

Only then did Whalebillow and the rest shout, realizing that they were fooled. Each and every one of 

their faces reddened to the ears with anger. 

“Punk who’s surnamed Ye, Your Father is going to tear you to pieces!” 

“Motherfucker! You’ll give birth to a son without an anus!” 

“Boy, no matter how big a price we pay today, we’ll make you stay!” 

… … 

From behind came an exasperated voice. 

Ever since Yang Qing joined, Ye Yuan two people could attack when they advanced and could defend if 

they retreated, toying with all the pursuing troops in the palm of their hands. 

And this situation also thoroughly enraged the sea race. 

Before, Whalebillow they all were worried about casualties. But now, they were not worried anymore. 

The Qian Kui Sea Region directly sent a sea race army over. 

At this time, it was densely packed with seafolks above the void. Ye Yuan two people could not kill them 

entirely. 

Although these seafolks were not opponents that could last one exchange with them, they could stop Ye 

Yuan two people’s movements. 
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“Hahaha,?refreshing! Refreshing! Haven’t killed so refreshingly for a long time! Brother Ye, I have to 

thank you!” Yang Qing’s long spear danced seamlessly until not even wind could penetrate as he let out 

a loud laugh and said. 

Ye Yuan rolled his eyes.?Are you confused about the situation? 

We can’t escape! 

Suddenly, his mind stirred, and he shouted loudly, “Stop chasing! Keep chasing and I’m going to 

transcend my tribulation!” 

“Stop! Don’t chase anymore!” The figures of Whalebillow and the others suddenly stopped. They 

actually really stopped chasing. 

Ye Yuan and Yang Qing two people were taken aback. So obedient? 

But very soon, they discovered that something was not right. 

These people’s faces had an extremely respectful look. 

Ye Yuan and Yang Qing exchanged glances, their expressions changing drastically. 

“Oh?no! You’re going to get me killed!’ Yang Qing cried out strangely. 

The void trembled, and an imposing aura like a sovereign that descended upon the world emerged from 

the void. 

A figure stepped out of the void, akin to a god descending upon the world. 

“Paying respects to Sovereign Qian Kui!” 

Everyone bowed collectively. 

In these few great sea regions, True Sovereign Heaven powerhouses were absolutely invincible 

existences, paramount existences. 

A True Sovereign Heaven finally appeared! 

Ye Yuan two people stopped running. With a True Sovereign Heaven descending, they could not run 

away anymore. 

Sovereign Qian Kui turned into human form, like a king of the world. 

His eyes were locked on Ye Yuan as if he was looking at a dead person. 

“Subordinate is incompetent, making sovereign appear in person! Sovereign, please punish!” 

Whalebillow and the rest were in fear and trepidation, directly kneeling down and admitting fault. 

The Qian Kui Sea Region swarmed out in full force just to hunt down one person. 

In the end, the person failed to be killed, but they suffered heavy losses. 

They had been hunting Ye Yuan for more than half a month, but two of the five great war generals fell, 

and nine grand completion Saint Sovereign Heavens perished! 



As for Jade Sovereign Heaven and Limitless Sublime Heaven seafolks, the casualties were countless. 

And Ye Yuan was still alive and well now, without any injuries at all. 

Whalebillow this group of people were almost vomiting blood. 

“Humph!?A bunch of trash!” Sovereign Qian Kui gave a cold snort, Whalebillow and the others were 

directly shocked into vomiting blood. 

Ye Yuan and Yang Qing felt a great pressure too. 

Too strong! 

One sentence injured a transformation powerhouse. 

“True Sovereign Heaven powerhouses perform Dao techniques naturally. Every movement carries the 

might of Great Dao, as expected!” Ye Yuan said with a solemn expression. 

Just now, this cold yell of Sovereign Qian Kui’s caused Great Dao to fluctuate. Ye Yuan could feel it 

clearly. 

He had faced-off against Yan Jadetrue before, but that was just a half-baked True Sovereign Heaven. 

This one in front of him now was a true-blue True Sovereign Heaven! 

“Dead for sure now! Brother Ye, you’ve harmed me terribly! What to do? What to do?” Yang Qing said 

in a panic. 

Ye Yuan could not resist rolling his eyes and said, “Weren’t you still killing happily just now? Asked you 

to leave early on, you refused to go. Now, you’re blaming me?” 

Yang Qing was taken aback and said,?“Uh,?seems like it! That … Lord Sovereign, the person that you 

want to kill is him. I don’t know him! I’m just an ant that’s passing by. Treat me as a fart and let me go?” 

The desire to live was so strong! 

Yang Qing turned his face, wagging his tail and begging for pity shamelessly. 

That appearance was totally that of a sycophant. Ye Yuan was dumbfounded from watching. 

This guy, when he was killing just now, he had an appearance like he was invincible. 

Now, he actually changed face so quickly. 

“Hahaha?… Qian Kui, your Qian Kui Sea Region emerged from your nest in full force and couldn’t even 

take care of a lower Saint Sovereign Heaven. It’s too embarrassing, right?” 

Suddenly, a burst of loud laughter suddenly sounded out. 

Above the void, another three terrifying auras suddenly descended. 

These three people’s auras were not the least bit weaker than Sovereign Qian Kui! 

The kings of the four great sea regions had actually all arrived! 



Ye Yuan and Yang Qing’s faces changed wildly. Now, there was really nowhere to run. 

It was absolutely impossible to escape from the hands of four great True Sovereign Heavens. 

The muscles on Yang Qing’s face were already spasming. 

Another True Sovereign Heaven said with a laugh, “Qian Kui, I even thought that you died under the true 

sovereign Dao tribulation. I was prepared to come to take over the Qian Kui Sea Region.” 

The third True Sovereign Heaven said with a smile, “Qian Kui, you’d better go and overcome the true 

sovereign Dao tribulation with peace of mind. This sovereign will help you take care of Qian Kui Sea 

Region’s awful mess.” 

Sovereign Qian Kui snorted coldly and said, “Hollowdark, Sardine, Tian Hui, the three of you stop making 

wisecracks here! Quite a few of your people died too! If this punk appeared in your sea regions, can you 

all resist? Didn’t you guys come to kill this brat too?” 

Hollowdark was indifferent, looking at Ye Yuan as he said with a smile, “Kid, your face is really big, to 

actually provoke us four great True Sovereign Heavens to take action!” 

Ye Yuan shrugged and said helplessly, “I didn’t want to either. Previously, this Ye was holding back in all 

aspects. It was Qian Kui Sea Region’s people who pressed people too far.” 

Qian Kui snorted coldly and said, “Boy, you’re still stubborn when death is imminent!” 

But Hollowdark laughed loudly and said,?“Hahaha?… A little interesting! Still able to be so calm when 

seeing the few of us. Kid, this sovereign gives you a chance. Seek refuge with our Ding Xiang Sea Region. 

This sovereign will protect your life!” 

Before Ye Yuan could speak, Yang Qing hurriedly said, “Lord Sovereign, I’m willing to defect! I’m called 

Yang Qing. I’m very strong too!” 

Ye Yuan was speechless. 

This guy immediately became thick-skinned. 

Hollowdark had a smile that was not a smile as he said, “Sure, your strength is very strong too. You’re 

qualified to take refuge with this sovereign! What about you, kid?” 

Qian Kui snorted coldly and said, “Hollowdark, are you going to war with this sovereign?” 

Hollowdark said smugly, “So what if I am? You’re at the critical juncture of transcending the true 

sovereign Dao tribulation right now. Could it be that you dare to make a move against this sovereign? 

Once you bring down the true sovereign Dao tribulation, you’ll probably die without a burial ground!” 

Qian Kui’s expression was ugly to the extreme. 

However, what Hollowdark said was also true. 

It was already his fourth true sovereign Dao tribulation. It was incomparably dangerous. 

A single misstep and he would really die, his Dao dissipating. 



At this time, it was not appropriate to take action. 

“Very good, Hollowdark, this sovereign has remembered you! After this sovereign transcends the true 

sovereign Dao tribulation this time, you’re going to get it!” Sovereign Qian Kui said in extreme fury. 

But Hollowdark ignored him.. Looking at Ye Yuan, he said with a smile, “Kid, have you thought it over?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2795: Chain Reaction 

“Ye Yuan, promise Lord Hollowdark!?Tsk tsk,?it’s our honor to be able to become a war general under a 

True Sovereign Heaven!” Yang Qing urged very shamelessly. 

Huhu, lapdog! 

This guy changed loyalties really quickly! 

“Sorry, this Ye has no interest in staying in the sea race,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Sovereign Hollowdark’s face turned black, and he said in a solemn voice, “Kid, are you not giving face to 

this sovereign?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Yes!” 

The moment these words came out, everyone was shocked! 

This guy was tired of living! 

Yang Qing looked at Ye Yuan in astonishment and said, “Brother Ye, this Yang candidly admits defeat! I 

acknowledge defeat!” 

He felt that he was domineering enough already. 

But he was not even a fart in front of Ye Yuan! 

This guy puffed himself up at his own cost. 

While him, he was domineering when he should be domineering, and he pretended to be subservient 

when it was time to pretend to be subservient! 

How much money was face worth? 

But Ye Yuan was different. This guy dared to posture in front of a True Sovereign Heaven too! 

This was using his life to posture! 

“Hahaha?… Hollowdark, you got snubbed despite showing good intentions! He doesn’t buy it at all!” 

When Qian Kui heard that, he said with a loud laugh. 

Just now, Hollowdark made him get deflated. In the end, Ye Yuan gave Hollowdark a backhanded slap, 

making him feel great. 

Hollowdark’s face was as black as it could be, and he said in a cold voice, “Boy, you’re very good! To dare 

reject this sovereign, you’re really the first!” 
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Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Then this Ye is really honored!” 

Hollowdark was speechless. 

Yang Qing gave Ye Yuan a big thumbs up. 

Impressive! 

Really awesome! 

Did he find that he was not dying fast enough? 

Sure enough, Hollowdark’s aura got colder and colder, and he said in a low voice, “Brat, to dare provoke 

this sovereign, you’re really seeking death!” 

Ye Yuan was indifferent and said smilingly, “I feel that you all had best not kill me. Otherwise … 

something will happen.” 

Hollowdark sneered when he heard that and said, “What can happen from killing an ant?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “A very, very big thing! Everyone present might die!” 

Everyone was speechless. They were thinking to themselves; was it possible that this guy had lost his 

mind? 

At present, there were countless powerhouses above the surface of the sea! 

Putting the four great True Sovereign Heavens aside, the four great sea regions’ general level experts 

had practically all arrived, numbering no less than 15 people! 

Ordinary grand completion Saint Sovereign Heavens even reached a terrifying 50 over people! 

As for the other Saint Sovereign Heavens and numerous underlings, there were too many to count. 

In this kind of situation, even if a True Sovereign Heaven was here, they would have to die with regrets 

too! 

You, a measly little lower Saint Sovereign Heaven, was already impressive to such an extent? 

“Huhu,?very good! This sovereign wants to see today how everyone present dies!” Hollowdark laughed 

from fury. 

Ye Yuan was indifferent and asked instead, “Really want to try?” 

Hollowdark snorted coldly and said, “I really want to try!” 

Done talking, he raised his hand and directly smacked a hand toward Ye Yuan without the slightest 

hesitation. 

A True Sovereign Heaven making a move, that was simply the might of Heavenly Dao! 

The moment the palm was raised, heaven and earth changed colors! 

Each and every one of the powerhouses present marveled endlessly. 



At the same time, they also marveled at Ye Yuan’s stupidity. 

Provoking a True Sovereign Heaven, this guy was absolutely a fool! 

However, Ye Yuan clearly would not resign himself to death. 

In the instant that Hollowdark raised his hand, Ye Yuan’s figure instantly disappeared from where he 

originally was! 

A hint of surprise appeared in Qian Kui’s eyes. 

Yes, this kid was actually rushing towards him! 

Did he feel that he would not kill him? 

Smacking a Saint Sovereign Heaven to death was about the same as smacking an ant to death. 

Whatever divergent cultivator, whatever genius, no matter how monstrous your prowess, you were also 

not a match for my one palm. 

“Humph!?Want to die under this sovereign’s hands? Forget it. I’ll fulfill your wish!” 

Sovereign Qian Kui raised his palm too and was prepared to smack Ye Yuan to death. 

But, right at this time, his expression changed wildly! 

Because Ye Yuan broke through at this time! 

Because of Ye Yuan’s breakthrough, Sovereign Qian Kui’s true sovereign Dao tribulation arrived ahead of 

schedule! 

Rumble?… 

Above the sky, dark clouds rolled. 

Almost instantly, the air pressure dropped to the point where it was impossible to breathe. 

Ye Yuan’s power alone was naturally unable to call down such a terrifying Dao tribulation. 

But, he and Sovereign Qian Kui two people, their Dao tribulations would be frightening! 

His confidence was also precisely related to this! 

Originally, when Sovereign Qian Kui descended, Ye Yuan felt worried too. 

But, when he revealed his true body, Ye Yuan suddenly had a trace of feeling in his heart! 

A feeling regarding Dao tribulation! 

After Ye Yuan became a divergent cultivator, he became much more sensitive to Heavenly Dao than 

ordinary people. 

He sensed that Sovereign Qian Kui’s Dao tribulation seemed to somewhat respond to and cooperate 

with his own. 



Ye Yuan understood in his heart that this was the interaction between Dao tribulations! 

Once he chose to break through, Heavenly Dao would definitely bring down Dao tribulation! 

The so-called divergent cultivator was going against heaven. 

Ye Yuan’s breakthrough would definitely bring down Dao tribulation. 

Ye Yuan was at peak lower Saint Sovereign Heaven to begin with. Fighting bitterly at sea these few days, 

his realm almost could not be suppressed anymore. 

So that was why previously, he would call out: I’m going to transcend tribulation, this sort of words. 

And his Dao tribulation was not an ordinary Dao tribulation. 

Judging from past experiences, it would likely be at least five-nine Dao tribulation. 

Above the sky, the wind and clouds were surging. It was more terrifying than any of Ye Yuan’s previous 

tribulations. 

Sovereign Qian Kui’s expression changed wildly, and he said with horror in his heart, “How can this be? 

Why would the true sovereign Dao tribulation this time be so terrifying?” 

He felt it. The true sovereign Dao tribulation this time was much stronger than he anticipated! 

He looked towards Ye Yuan in astonishment, knowing where the problem lay. 

“Motherfucker, just what kind of freak is this boy, to actually incur such jealousy from heaven? I was … 

brought in by him?” Sovereign Qian Kui gnashed his teeth in hatred and said. 

Once the true sovereign Dao tribulation started, it could no longer be stopped! 

Ye Yuan had long anticipated it and said with a loud laugh, “No need to thank me. I said before not to kill 

me, you guys didn’t listen …” 

And right at this time, the pressure above the sky suddenly doubled! 

Sovereign Hollowdark’s expression changed wildly, and he said, “My … My true sovereign Dao 

tribulation arrived as well?” 

His voice had yet to fade when the Dao tribulation above the void increased several times again! 

The sea level became turbulent at this time! 

The sea was even pressed into a concave shape by this pressure. 

It could be seen how terrifying this Dao tribulation was! 

“Freaking hell, my True Sovereign Dao Tribulation came too!” Sardine said exasperatedly. 

“Mine came as well!” While Tian Hui smiled bitterly. 

“Mine arrived too! What the hell! Your Father just overcame the saint sovereign Dao tribulation ten 

years ago!” A Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouse let loose a torrent of abuse. 



“Yours was ten years. Your Father just overcame the tribulation last year!” 

… … 

At this time, the powerhouses at Saint Sovereign Heaven and above were all hurling all kinds of 

profanities. 

Because each and every one of them felt their Dao tribulations were coming. 

Some had even just transcended their tribulations a few months ago. 

When Ye Yuan saw this scene, he was stunned too. 

Was this … a chain reaction? 

Not to such an extent, right? 

So, the hundreds of powerhouses present were going to transcend tribulation collectively? 

“Goodness gracious, my saint sovereign Dao tribulation arrived too! I just succeeded in transcending my 

tribulation before setting out to sea! Ye Yuan you heaven-damned, you’re killing me!” Yang Qing also let 

loose a torrent of abuse.. He failed to avoid it too. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2796: Endless Lightning Prison! 

The Dao tribulation pressure grew stronger and stronger, akin to the apocalypse. 

The powerhouses above the surface of the sea were all akin to facing a great enemy; in a constant state 

of anxiety. 

If it was an ordinary Dao tribulation, then forget it. 

Yet, the power of each of their Dao tribulation increased by a lot! 

Three laws became five laws, five laws became seven laws, and seven laws even became eight and nine 

laws! 

When Ye Yuan saw this kind of chain reaction, he could not help but be stunned. 

“Consider yourself ruthless! Your Father isn’t playing with you anymore, goodbye!” 

One of the grand completion Saint Sovereign Heavens could not withstand this terrifying to the extreme 

pressure and immediately left. 

Boom! 

An electric snake directly fell, seemingly from above his head. 

That person did not even let out a scream and kicked the bucket. 

He could not run! 

Everyone’s faces turned pale, having looks of despair. 
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“ARRHH!?Brat who is surnamed Ye, I’m going to kill you! Mine … Mine is Three Calamity Dao 

Tribulation!” Qian Kui bellowed as if feeling a great terror. 

Nine-nine became one calamity, 81 power of rules! 

Three Calamities Dao Tribulation, that was three nine-nine Dao tribulations! 

It did not sound like much, but nine-nine turning into one calamity, this was a qualitative improvement. 

The Dao tribulation’s power would also increase significantly! 

This Calamity Dao Tribulation was exclusive to True Sovereign Heaven powerhouses. 

However, in reality, many True Sovereign Heaven powerhouses were not qualified to reach a Calamity 

Dao Tribulation. 

The first time many True Sovereign Heaven powerhouse transcended their tribulation, it was also 

merely seven-nine Dao tribulation or eight-nine Dao tribulation. Nine-nine Dao tribulations were very 

few. 

But, once it reached nine-nine Dao tribulation, it would also be a One Calamity Dao Tribulation. That was 

dangerous. 

What Sovereign Qian Kui transcended before was a One Calamity Dao Tribulation. He barely managed to 

succeed in overcoming the tribulation. 

Logically speaking, this fourth Dao Tribulation should be a Two Calamity Dao Tribulation. 

But this time, it directly became a Three Calamity Dao Tribulation! 

Huge crisis! 

Too terrifying! 

He was not even sure about a Two Calamity Dao Tribulation. Three Calamity Dao Tribulation, wasn’t he 

dead for sure? 

Ye Yuan grinned and said, “Lord Sovereign, don’t be angry. Once you get angry, the Dao tribulation will 

come down immediately, I warned you before!” 

When Qian Kui heard that, he could not help but suffocate. 

Yeah, Ye Yuan warned previously not to make a move against him. 

But why would he take the words of a measly little lower Saint Sovereign Heaven to heart? 

It was merely a slap; was there a need? 

But it was this slap that caused a problem! 

It caused a big problem! 

“Shit, mine is a Three Calamity Dao Tribulation too!” 

“Damn, me too!” 



“Fucking brat, you … you harmed this sovereign to death!” 

The other three great True Sovereign Heavens also started screaming wildly. 

At this very moment, they had already cussed out Ye Yuan’s 18 generations of ancestors. 

But it was useless! 

Among the three of them, some had just transcended a One Calamity Dao Tribulation. Originally, 

transcending tribulation this sort of thing had nothing to do with them. 

But who knew that Ye Yuan’s tribulation was like a small flame. 

The small flame ignited Qian Kui this big flame. The big flame burned bigger and bigger, igniting all of 

them. 

With this, it exploded! 

At this very moment, one should not look at how Ye Yuan was calm. His scalp was also tingling currently. 

His Dao tribulation that came was not a five-nine Dao tribulation! 

It was a six-nine Dao tribulation! 

Did this … all freaking skipped? 

Six-nine Dao tribulation, it was virtually the pinnacle of grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

Because if it went a step further, it would be seven-nine Dao tribulation. 

Seven-nine Dao tribulation, that was the tribulation of True Sovereign Heaven powerhouses! 

Six-nine Dao tribulation to deal with a lower Saint Sovereign Heaven, it must be said that Heavenly Dao 

thought highly of him. 

“Hahaha?… boy, you’re six-nine Dao tribulation! You’re dead for sure! Dead for sure!” Sovereign Qian 

Kui felt the strongest response with Ye Yuan. He could not help bursting out laughing when he sensed Ye 

Yuan’s Dao tribulation. 

This guy bit off his own head! 

Six-nine Dao tribulation, the pinnacle of Saint Sovereign Heaven. This punk definitely could not 

overcome it! 

Seeing Ye Yuan die miserably under the Dao tribulation, he was very happy! 

Ye Yuan rolled his eyes and said, “When I just broke through Saint Sovereign Heaven, I directly 

transcended a nine law Dao tribulation. Then, on the day I became a divergent cultivator, I transcended 

a three-nine Dao tribulation! This time, I originally planned to transcend a five-nine Dao tribulation. Now 

that I’m transcending a six-nine Dao tribulation, what are you all excited about? Fighting with heaven is 

so much fun!” 

Qian Kui: “… …” 



Hollowdark: “… …” 

Was this fellow still human? 

They knew that Ye Yuan was monstrous but did not know that he was monstrous until it reached this 

level! 

Broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven and immediately transcended tribulation? 

Transcended three-nine Dao tribulation on that day? 

Three-nine Dao tribulation, that was upper Saint Sovereign Heaven, alright? 

No wonder! 

No wonder this boy was so monstrous, turning the entire sea upside down! 

At this time, above the void … 

How was there any void? The tribulation clouds were exactly almost above their heads! 

Looking from a distance, the sea had practically connected into one stretch with the tribulation clouds. 

Following that, an extremely spectacular scene appeared! 

A series of electric snakes of different thicknesses descended from the sky and slowly fell! 

Yes, it was not fast! 

But it gave people a misconception that the world was seemingly going to be destroyed. 

Looking from a distance, that stretch of ocean looked like an endless lightning prison. 

The lifeforms in the lightning prison were currently receiving the baptism of terrifying rules. 

Under the tribulation clouds, everyone’s expressions changed wildly. 

Strong! 

Too strong! 

This feeling of awaiting death was really sour! 

“Goodness, I can’t do it anymore! I’m going to die! Ye Yuan, you heaven-damned, you caused people 

great harm! I won’t let you off even if I become a ghost!” Yang Qing’s arms and legs waved around as he 

cried out strangely over and over again. 

Ye Yuan could not resist rolling his eyes. 

This guy was really a living treasure. 

What Yang Qing was transcending was a five-nine Dao tribulation. It was also very dangerous to him. 

However, Ye Yuan felt that there should not be a problem for him to overcome it. 

While talking, the Dao tribulation fell. 



The Dao sword shone brightly between Ye Yuan’s brows! 

Swoosh! 

The Dao sword flew out, pointing straight at the firmament! 

Ye Yuan held the Dao sword in his hand, his entire body and mind pouring into the Dao sword. 

Going against Dao, one would have to draw their sword and point at heaven! 

From then on, he would no longer rely on external forces to transcend tribulations, but only by relying 

on himself! 

He was fearless and not afraid! 

Everyone was doing their best, resisting the Dao tribulation. 

The entire world was quiet! 

Yes, it was the calm before the storm. 

Only one figure faced those countless Dao tribulations and rose to the sky! 

Bang, bang, bang … 

Suddenly, the surface of the sea burst apart! 

Tsunamis instantly swept up! 

“ARGH!!” 

“ARGH!!” 

“ARGH!!” 

… … 

Miserable screams rose and ebbed. 

When the first round of Dao tribulation fell, many people immediately turned to ashes. 

The Dao tribulation was too strong! 

Qian Kui gave a muffled groan, his entire person suddenly slumping a lot. 

The power of the Three Calamity Dao Tribulation directly caused him to be seriously injured. 

There was none among the other three great True Sovereign Heavens who was not like this. 

Ye Yuan’s entire person was blasted into the sea. 

The power of the six-nine Dao tribulation was too terrifying! 

What was the most powerful thing in this world? 

Great Dao Transformation? 



That was merely a form of recognition from Great Dao! 

What was truly powerful was Heavenly Dao itself! 

“Haha?… Again!” 

Ye Yuan roared wildly, rising into the sky again! 

Dao tribulation fell again! 

Everyone was dumbfounded. 

Was there anyone who transcended tribulations like this? 

The power of Ye Yuan’s Dao tribulation was not the strongest, but he appeared so out-of-place among 

this group of people. 

Everyone was suffering silently. 

Meanwhile, he drew his sword and asked heaven! 

Boom! 

Without the slightest surprise, Ye Yuan was slammed into the sea again. 

And right at this time, Qian Kui suddenly rampaged and dashed straight toward Ye Yuan this side. 

“Boy, if this sovereign is going to die, you’ll have to be buried with me too!” Qian Kui roared wildly. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2797: What a Wrongful Death! 

 

After enduring the first Three Calamity Dao Tribulation, Qian Kui knew that he could not bear it! 

He completely could not take it at all! 

The Three Calamity Dao Tribulation was too terrifying! 

After one bolt, his three spiritual and seven physical souls were almost scattered entirely! 

Therefore, he was going to drag Ye Yuan to die together! What right did this guy have to not die? 

Bringing the terrifying Dao tribulation, Qian Kui pounced over frantically. 

Sovereign Qian Kui’s Dao tribulation was Three Calamity Dao Tribulation! 

Even if Ye Yuan was an exceedingly freakish monster, under Three Calamity Dao Tribulation, it would be 

certain death too. 

Seeing this scene, a hint of delight flashed across the corners of the mouths of Hollowdark and the 

others. 

Is this boy finally going to die? 
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Ought to be! 

How many people did you drag down the water?! 

Hollowdark the three of them were about to cry. 

Why did they have to get involved in this messy situation? If he wanted to take the sea route, wouldn’t it 

have been fine to let him go? 

Having a few generals die, having a few grand completion Saint Sovereign Heavens die, what did it count 

for? 

He was dead for sure now, damn it! 

Sniff sniff... Dead for sure! 

“Hahaha... Three Calamity Dao Tribulation, see if you still don’t die!” 

Sovereign Qian Kui let out a wild laugh. This distance was merely an instant to him. 

But, just as his body stepped into the region Ye Yuan was undergoing tribulation, a sudden turn of 

events happened. 

Boom! 

A bolt of incomparably thick electric snake fell with a loud bang. 

This Dao tribulation was much stronger than previously! 

Qian Kui did not even have time to let out a scream and directly turned into nothingness. 

A True Sovereign Heaven was dead! 

Although Sovereign Qian Kui died under the Dao tribulation, everyone felt that it was Ye Yuan who 

entrapped him to death. 

After all, if not for Ye Yuan, it would also have been impossible for Sovereign Qian Kui’s Dao tribulation 

to have arrived now. 

Everyone was dumbstruck with amazement! 

What happened? 

“F-Five calamity! Five Calamity Dao Tribulation! It became a Five Calamity Dao Tribulation!” Hollowdark 

cried out strangely. 

When transcending tribulation, how many tribulation it was, was how many it was. It was never heard of 

that the number of tribulations could still increase! 

Really broadened horizons! 

“Who else?” Ye Yuan laughed coldly and looked at Hollowdark as he said. 

Hollowdark’s neck shrank, and he immediately withered up. 



Holy hell, what was going on? 

Ye Yuan secretly scolded stupid. He was a divergent cultivator. Furthermore, he was an extremely 

monstrous divergent cultivator. 

You used your Dao tribulation to smite me? 

Even if you were willing, was heaven willing? 

You were fucking fighting heaven for its job, wasn’t this courting death? 

Finished saying, Ye Yuan raised his sword to the sky, meeting the Dao tribulation again; incomparably 

fierce. 

However, in the next second, he was slammed into the sea again mercilessly. 

However, Ye Yuan did not mind! 

Only by experiencing the baptism of Dao tribulation could he become stronger! 

All around, miserable cries lingered on incessantly. 

In the lightning prison, the Dao tribulation was too strong! 

This was heaven’s wrath! 

Under heaven’s wrath, who could survive? 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Bolts of Dao tribulation fell, the Saint Sovereign Heavens who died became more and more. 

Originally, there were hundreds of Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses in this sea. 

In a blink, there were only a scanty 30 people remaining. 

The auras of the three great True Sovereign Heavens became weaker and weaker. 

Finally, Sardine could not hold on anymore and was killed by the Dao tribulation that landed! 

The power of Three Calamity Dao Tribulation was too terrifying! 

Two of the four great True Sovereign Heavens were gone! 

“ARGGHH! Damn it! Ye Yuan, I’m going to die! Hurry up and come save me! No, you’d better not come. 

Once you come, I’ll die even faster!” Yang Qing’s body was covered in injuries, but he was full of energy. 

This guy was really stubborn enough. 

Ye Yuan also had no choice but to admire this guy’s strength. 

He himself was also unbelievably weak right now. 



But his Dao sword grew stronger and stronger! 

The stronger the Dao tribulation, the greater the benefits that he got! 

Very soon, Tian Hui could not hold on either and was smote to death by the Dao tribulation. 

Four great True Sovereign Heavens, there was only Hollowdark alone left. 

However, he was also at death’s door and almost kicking the bucket. 

“ARGH! I hate it! Ye Yuan, this sovereign is cursing you to be torn to shreds by Heavenly Dao!” 

Carrying strong unwillingness, Hollowdark also passed on. 

The masters of four great sea regions all perished in less than two hours! 

No idea how long had passed. Everything returned to tranquility. 

Above the sea, it was calm and tranquil, as if nothing had happened, except for the massive corpses 

floating on the sea. 

Everything seemed to be a dreadful sight to behold. 

With a Dao tribulation, the powerhouses of four great sea regions practically all dwindled to zero! 

Whalebillow looked toward that weak to the extreme young figure as if looking at a devil. 

Yes, Whalebillow did not die! 

He actually pulled through! He himself did not dare to believe it either! 

What he overcame was the same as Yang Qing, five-nine Dao tribulation! 

He actually did not die! 

As if feeling Whalebillow’s gaze, Ye Yuan grinned and said weakly, “What are you looking at? Shouldn’t 

you be thanking me now? After this tribulation, you’ll probably be these four great sea regions’ new 

master!” 

Whalebillow was speechless. 

What Ye Yuan said was right. He was very weak now. 

But he could feel that his body was brimming with vigorous vitality and was currently growing like crazy. 

This Dao tribulation let him pry into the door of a new world! 

The True Sovereign Heaven gate was originally difficult to open. But because of this incident, it revealed 

the tiniest gap to him. 

General level powerhouses were elites among elites of the sea race to begin with, their talents being 

extremely strong. 

This Dao tribulation was destruction and also new life! 



He was the only war general who survived! 

Apart from him, there were also three Saint Sovereign Heavens. 

Several hundred Saint Sovereign Heavens, only the four of them survived! 

But, experiencing this Dao tribulation was a baptism to them. 

Their future road would be even broader! 

“You ... You’re not killing me?” Whalebillow said fearfully. 

This was not instinctive fear, but that he saw that Ye Yuan freaking swallowed another heavenly pill! 

In this short while, Ye Yuan quickly recovered! 

F*ck! 

“We don’t have a life-or-death feud either. Kill you for what? I originally didn’t want to kill people. It was 

you all who forced the situation to become what it is now one step at a time. If we really want to say it 

out, the culprit behind this situation is you!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Whalebillow stared dumbfoundedly. 

Yeah! 

A frenzied pursuit that lasted close to a month, chasing until everyone in the four great sea regions was 

in an uproar, and even four great True Sovereign Heavens moved out. 

But, tracing back to the source, the cause was merely a bit of face! 

Qian Kui Sea Region’s face! 

His, Whalebillow’s, face! 

Later, Whalebillow naturally knew that Ye Yuan had shown mercy previously. 

But, at that time, he could not pull back anymore. 

In the end, this was like a vortex, getting bigger as it spun. 

In the end, even True Sovereign Heavens were swept in. 

Then ... everyone died! 

The four great True Sovereign Heavens died so unjustly! 

It was just that before this, who could have thought that chasing down a measly little lower Saint 

Sovereign Heaven could cause such terrifying consequences? 

“F*ck, stop chatting, I... I’m dying! Ye Yuan, h-hurry up and save me!” Yang Qing said weakly. 

The current Yang Qing was incomparably miserable. 

His lower body was directly blown away. 



The two arms only had one upper arm left, becoming a human stick. 

His entire person was weak to the extreme. 

However, this guy actually advanced! 

This guy broke through to half-step True Sovereign Heaven! 

Ye Yuan threw a heavenly pill to him. This guy’s severed limbs were growing at a speed visible to the 

naked eye. 

When Whalebillow saw this scene, he was envious to the extreme. 

This heavenly pill was really freaking awesome! 

Meanwhile, he would probably have to recuperate for a few years before he could recover to his peak. 

Ye Yuan brought Yang Qing away. Whalebillow looked at the two people’s disappearing backs, his gaze 

flickering as he said, “In the future, when humans pass through our sea region, we absolutely mustn’t 

provoke them!” 

“Yes!” The other three Saint Sovereign Heavens replied immediately. 

At this time, Whalebillow was the supreme ruler of the four great sea regions! 

Ye Yuan did not know that he blazed a sea route for those who set out to sea. 
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At the Heaven One Continent’s land of extreme north. 

Above the sea, there was a huge region 

This place had heavy fog all year round. Furthermore, it was very strange. Even 

divine sense was unable to penetrate it. 

The powerhouses who entered this heavy fog had never been seen to come out 

before 

In the course of time, this place became a region where few people tread. 

Hence, people called it the restricted area of the sea. 

However, at this time, there were indistinct figures in the large fog. There was 

actually an army hiding in it. 

In this army, each person emitted powerful blood energy from their body. 
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There were two of them whose blood energies were the most exuberant! 

These two people, one was called Han Guang, the other was called Chile. 

They were the commanders of the army, True Sovereign Heaven powerhouses! 

“Commander Han Guang, this large fog created by the Fog Rain Cloud 

Swallowing Beast is really the best place to hide our whereabouts!” Chile said 

with a laugh. 

Han Guang nodded and said, “If not for this region, it’s very hard to hide our 

blood energy. Wanting to launch a surprise attack would realy not be easy 

Fortunately, this Fog Rain Cloud Swallowing Beast that the few lord blood 

emperors killed didn’t set off any waves either.” 

There are still ten days. Once Commander Lou Chuan they all arrive, we’ll be 

able to launch a surprise attack! At that time, those lowly humans will 

definitely get a big shock! Hahaha” Talking about how he was pleased with 

himself, Chile could not refrain from letting out a loud laugh. 

Han Guang also smiled and said, “Yeah, all of their energy is at the south. They 

absolutely won’t think that Hegemon Bloodsky crossed worlds and came, 

opening a spatial passageway at sea and launching a sudden raid from the 

northernmost end! The northern cities don’t have many powerhouses. We just 

have to occupy a few cities and gain a firm foothold. They will be attacked in 

front and from the rear! This Heaven One Continent will be ours!” 

When talking, the two people seemed very excited. 

Suddenly, Han Guang’s brows furrowed, and he said, “Mn?’ Someone barged in! 

Mie Chen, you bring a team of 100 and kill these humans! 

“I obey! 

Ahalf-step True Sovereign Heaven immediately stepped out of the ranks, 

bringing 100 Saint Sovereign Heaven subordinates and entering the fog. 

Eleven years had already passed since the Dao tribulation annihilated the True 

Sovereign Heavens. 

Ye Yuan five people arrived at the periphery of Heaven One Continent, being 



even more cautious. 

At that time, Ye Yuan and Yang Qing caused an uproar in the sea regions. All 

the powerhouses were drawn away by the two of them. 

Big Yellow, Jingfei, and Xiao Qing they all were left alone. 

Ye Yuan looked at the nautical chart in his hands and said with a smile, “We’re 

already very close to Heaven One Continent! After passing through this fog, 

we’ll be there! 

The moment Yang Qing heard, he said excitedly, “Hahaha.. A new continent! 

This exalt is going to dominate this continent! Only I am invincible! 

Xiao Qing fawned on him by the side. “Master is amazingly talented and will 

definitely reach the top within a thousand years, dominating the continent 

again 

Yang Qing had a smug lookas he said, “Xiao Qing, at that time, you’ll be the 

number one true spirit under my command! Ye Yuan, you’ll be the number 

divine general under me! 

By the side, Ye Yuan three people rolled their eyes. 

Who gave these two fellows the courage? 

Reckon that most of the time, Yang Qing would have to pretend to be 

subservient, right? 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s expression changed, and he said in shock and anger, 

Careful! 

His voice had yet to fade when a hundred figures emerged from the fog8 

besieging the five people from all directions! 

But Yang Qing was not fearful and said with a loud laugh, “Saint Exalt 

Azuresky’s journey to hegemony will begin with you guys! Watch my spear!” 

Boom! 

Yang Qing and his opponent forcibly exchanged a blow, and he was actually 

repelled by the other party. He could not help getting a shock. 

The other party was clearly somewhat surprised too, not expecting that Yang 



Qing’s strength was actually so strong 

Ye Yuan was not courteous, directly blowing up a grand completion Saint 

Sovereign Heaven that rushed forward with one punch! 

Big Yellow, Jingfei, and Xiao Qing, each used their own means to attack the 

enemy. 

However, among this team of 100, the weakest was also middle Saint Sovereign 

Heaven. The majority were upper Saint Sovereign Heavens. 

This line-up was rather scary! 

They were not at all inferior to the seafolks who hunted Ye Yuan down back 

then! 

At present, Jingfei already reached middle Saint Sovereign Heaven too. Coupled 

with the Emerald Sea Divine Conch, her combat power was quite strong. 

Big Yellow went without saying; he already reached peak upper Saint Sovereign 

Heaven. He was not the slightest bit afraid when facing off against grand 

completion Saint Sovereign Heavens. 

However, the difference in numbers still put a lot of pressure on the three of 

them. 

Ye Yuan was different. His aura released, ending one with one punch! 

Having transcended the six-nine Dao tribulation, the middle Saint Sovereign 

Heaven Ye Yuan’s strength was already extremely terrifying. 

He fought with the half-step True Sovereign Heaven Yang Qing before, beating 

the other party until he howled. 

Therefore, even if it wasa Great Dao Transformation grand completion Saint 

Sovereign Heaven, Ye Yuan killed them very casually too. 

He dealt one punch each, directly beating the other party into a cloud of blood 

mist. 

But very soon, Ye Yuan’s pupils constricted. 

He discovered to his horror and those powerhouses who were blown apart by 

him, their physical bodies actually condensed again! 



Apart from their auras being slightly weaker, their strength actually did not 

change much! 

This shock was by no means insigmificant! 

In the sea of consciousness, Mi Tian cried out in surprise, “It’s the blood race! 

Why would Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven have so many members of the 

blood race? 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed slightly, and he asked, “Blood race? 

Mi Tian said, “The blood race is an extremely powerful race. They are powerful 

and extremely aggressive! The blood race relies on devouring the blood of all 

races to strengthen themselves! The most terifying thing is that the life force 

of the blood race is extremely tenacious. Even if there’s still a drop of blood 

left, they can also re-condense their physical bodies anew! 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed slightly from listening. 

Revival from a drop of blood! 

This was equivalent to a race that could not be killed! 

Unless your strength was much stronger than his. Otherwise, there was no way 

of killing the other party at all. 

“So that’s how it is! In that case, if we want to kill them, we can only 

completely obliterate them/” Ye Yuan said. 

Mi Tian nodded and said, “That’s right! Wanting to kill them, there’s only one 

way; we need to use absolute strength and completely wipe them out!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Understood! Yang Qjng, you hold back that 

half-step True Sovereign Heaven; leave the rest to me!” 

Yang Qing shouted, “Fucking hurry up! These guys can’t be killed at all. I 

almost can’t hold on anymore!” 

Facing Mie Chen by himself, Yang Qing naturally had the strength to fight. But, 

next to him, there was a large group of Saint Sovereign Heavens harassing. He 

was under tremendous pressure now too. 

Ye Yuan gave a cold cry, Universe Sword Formation releasing grandly! 



In an instant, it enveloped all of these Saint Sovereign Heavens. 

“KILL! 

Ye Yuan shouted coldly, the Universe Sword Fomation directly launching the 

strongest attack. 

Clouds of blood mist exploded with a loud bang! 

After experiencing the six-nine Dao tribulation, the power of Ye Yuan’s 

Universe Sword Formation directly increased a lot! 

These Saint Sovereign Heavens were not opponents that could last one 

exchange with him at all! 

Only those transformation grand completion Saint Sovereign Heavens could 

barely manage to block for a few rounds. 

But very soon, they were killed too. 

Ye Yuan’s Universe Sword Formation directly transformed into a meat grinder! 

Those blood race members that revived were also directly annihilated by Ye 

Yuan. 

However, the power of the Universe Sword Formation was too scattered in the 

end. It was unable to completely wipe out these blood race members. 

Ye Yuan did not care and continued garroting. 

Toward the back, it was filled with blood mist inside the sword formation. 

Over there, when Mie Chen, who was fighting fiercely with Yang Qing, saw this 

scene, his pupils could not help constricting. 

He thought that Yang Qing was the strongest one in this party, so his first 

target was to lock onto him. 

As for Ye Yuan, he did not take him seriously at all. 

But only now did he know that Ye Yuan’s strength was much stronger than 

even Yang Qing! 
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“Hahaha... Foolish human, you can’t kill us!” 

After a grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven revived, he laughed wildly 

and said to Ye Yuan. 

The blood race’s revival from a drop of blood had a great impact on humans. 

An opponent that could not be killed was sufficient to make people’s will 

collapse! 

Is that so? Isn’t your revivals getting increasingly slower? 

Ye Yuan laughed coldly, suddenly pulling back his divine essence. The Universe 

Sword Formation immediately disappeared. 

Sure enough, just as he talked, he killed many times in a row, the recovery 

speed of these blood race members clearly became much slower. 

Dragon might overflowed from Ye Yuan’s body! 

Nine Heavens Dragon Transformation Fist! 

Ye Yuan threw a punch out, directly slamming onto a cloud of blood mist. 

That cloud of blood mist directly turned into nothingness. 

With this, the world became clean. 

The pupils of that grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven shrunk, and he 

cried out in alarm, “This. How is this possible? 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Is there anyone who can’t be killed in this world? It’s just 

that your numbers are a lot, so I was wearing you all down first! 

Done talking, he slammed another punch out, obliterating another blood race 

member again. 

In terms of large-area attacking means, the Universe Sword Formation was 

indeed unparalleled. It could magnify Ye Yuan’s strength several times over. 

But in terms of single- target attack, the Universe Sword Formation was 

inferior to the Nine Heavens Dragon Transformation Fist. 

Presently, Ye Yuan’s bloodline evolved into battle spirit level true dragon 

bloodline. The power that this move erupted with was dozens of times of his 



power! 

Furthermore, this power was concentrated in a single point, the destructive 

power extremely strong 

It was perfect for obliterating the blood race. 

Ye Yuan dealt a punch each, the numbers of the blood race could be seen 

reducing ata speed visible to the naked eye. 

Boom! 

That grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven was also directly obliterated by 

one punch. 

In the depths of the fog, Han Guang’s expression changed. 

He could sense through bloodline that his subordinates were vanishing one by 

one at an extremely fast speed. 

“What’s wrong, Lord Han Guang? It’s merely a few Saint Sovereign Heavens. 

Could it be that Mie Chen can’t take care of it? 

Chile’s perception was lacking, but seeing Han Guang’s expression, he 

immediately understood something. 

A hint of shock flashed across Han Guang’s eyes, and he said, “There’s only 

Mie Chen alone left!” 

What?! Could it be . a True Sovereign Heaven? Chile’s shock was by no means 

insignificant 

Han Guang shook his head and said, “One half-step True Sovereign Heaven, 

the others are all ordinary Saint Sovereign Heavens, there isn’t even a grand 

completion one. Mn?Mie Chen died too!” 

This time, Han Guang was really shocked. 

Died too quickly! 

It was less than 15 minutes from start to end. 

Unless the blood race encountered an opponent whose strength greatly 

exceeds their own, they would never die so quickly. 

The half-step True Sovereign Heaven Mie Chen could practically capture same 



rank opponents with ease. 

Even if he encountered a monster from the human race, he could always run 

away if he could not beat. 

Now, they were all dead! 

“No can do! They are going to pass through the fog! They already know that 

we’re lying in ambush here. If they bring this news over, then all of our 

previous efforts will be wasted! Chile, you bring people over to kill them! No, 

everyone move out! You must kill them!” 

“These blood race members made a surprise attack on you all. They have 

probably already discovered you guys. There might be a great conspiracy for 

them to lie in ambush here!” Mi Tian. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “In this case, we have to bring the news to Heaven 

One Continent and inform the humans there!” 

Ye Yuan also did not expect to actually run into this sort of thing before 

entering Heaven One Continent. 

Those that came out to ambush them already had a half-step True Sovereign 

Heaven Realm. There was probably a True Sovereign Heaven existence in the 

depths of the fog! 

“Retreat! 

Ye Yuan shouted coldly, his figure retreating explosively. 

“It’s too late! 

A figure came out of the void and struck a palm towards Yang Qing. 

This palm was incredibly fearsome. It was precisely Chile! 

“ARGH!Why is it me again? F*ck, I’m not the strongest, you idiot!” 

Yang Qing cried out strangely, but his figure dodged bizarrely and actually 

avoided this certain-kill strike! 

Chile’s pupils constricted, looking at Yang Qing rather astonishedly. 

This half-step True Sovereign Heaven actually evaded his charged blow. 

However 



After getting a shock, a hint of a cruel smile flashed across the corners of 

Chile’s mouth. 

This move of his was not a killing move at all! 

The real killing move was Han Guang 

Right at this instant, the five people withdrew out of the fog 

And right at this moment, a large palm fell from the sky! 

The power was completely incomparable to Chile! 

The lethal blow of a middle True Sovereign Heaven was akin to doomsday to a 

Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

Nowhere to avoid! 

“Really dead for sure this time!” Yang Qing cried out strangely. 

Big Yellow and the rest could not even move a muscle under this palm! 

Han Guangs strength was completely not on the same level as Chile’s. 

Above the void, Han Guang was expressionless. 

Killing a few Saint Sovereign Heavens was merely a matter of lifting a hand to 

him. 

Even if they were half-step True Sovereign Heavens, they would be inadequate 

too. 

But right at this time, an incomparably terrifying force suddenly burst forth 

beneath his palm. 

This power made him feel heart palpitations. 

Chile’s face originally carried a mocking smile. But at this time, his expression 

changed wildly. 

Commander Han Guang, be careful!” 

Yet, it was already too late! 

This astonishing sword directly chopped apart the giant palm, heading straight 

for his main body. 

This sword shone with boundless radiance and was extremely dazzling, forcing 

everyone until they could not open their eyes! 



When this sword appeared, it seemed as if it was going to chop the firmament! 

Chile, who was not far away, his breathing was about to stop. 

Pfft! 

Han Guang’s body was actually directly smashed by this sword! 

Everyone present opened their mouths wide, looking at Ye Yuan in disbelief. 

This sword was released by Ye Yuan! 

No one would have thought that a middle Saint Sovereign Heaven would kill a 

middle True Sovereign Heaven with one sword! 

He directly crossed a large realm to kill the enemy! 

This sword already surpassed cultivation realm! 

This. Lord Han Guang was actually killed by one sword? w-What kind of joke 

is this? 

“What a dazzling sword! Is this human really middle Saint SovereignHeaven? 

“Earlier, I thought that the strongest was that half-step True Sovereign 

Heaven; 1 didn’t expect that it’s this unremarkable fellow! 

Before this sword move, nobody took Ye Yuan seriously. 

Among the five people, Ye Yuan was not even as good as Jingfei. 

But this sword made Ye Yuan seemingly look dazzling to the extreme. 

Dao sword! 

The strongest sword that Ye Yuan unleashed, the power was far more powerful 

than the A1-Encompassing Sacred Tree’s Sword of Heaven Killing! 

This was Ye Yuan’s sword of defying Dao, all of his comprehensions in this life. 

Similarly, it was a sword that was unleashed using his life! 

After unleashing a sword, Ye Yuan’s complexion was pale to the extreme, like a 

living dead. 

“Big Yellow 

Ye Yuan shouted coldly. Actually, there was no need for his order. Big Yellow 

already carried Ye Yuan and scurried into the fog again. 

And everyone was still in shock. 



No one even went to stop them. 

Yang Qing three people had long known about Ye Yuan’s trump card and also 

followed after instantly. 

Above the void, that cloud of blood mist that was smashed apart by Ye Yuan 

attempted to condense together. 

But it could not do it! 

Under this sword’s slash, the blood race actually found it difficult to revive! 

Chile and the rest actually forgot to chase for a moment. 

“Commander Han Guang, are you alright?” Chile asked worriedly. 

Finally, that cloud of blood mist recondensed. 

Han Guang was alarmed and furious to the extreme, shouting loudly, “Chase! 

What are you all in a daze for?” 
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“Chile, chase after! Kill them for me!” 

Han Guang?s angry roar reverberated above the sea. 

One sword inflicted heavy wounds onto him! 

What Ye Yuan’s sword chopped was his Dao! 

The current Han Guang, although he revived, his strength was greatly 

diminished and was not even as good as Chile. 

Actually, without waiting for Han Guang?s instructions, Chile chased into the 

fog right away, 

But, merely a short while later , he retreated again. 

“Commander Han Guang, their auras disappeared!” Chile said with a solemn 

expression, 

Han Guang?s gaze turned intent, and he shouted angrily, “Everyone heeds my 

order. Conduct a carpet search in the fog! Once you discover their traces, kill 

without amnesty!” 
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This army was composed of 5000 blood race Saint Sovereign Heavens! 

After obeying the order , 5000 people searched the fog in an orderly manner, 

Han Guang and Chile also entered the fog. However, Han Guang’s brows 

immediately knitted together. 

I was seriously injured by that brat and can’t sense them anymore! Damn it! I 

didn’t expect that that punk is actually a divergent cultivator! Furthermore, 

he’s so powerful!- Han Guang was also stunned by Ye Yuan’s sword. 

Directly crossing a major realm to chop the enemy, what kind of terrifying 

strength was this? 

If not for the tenacious vitality of the blood race, he would have immediately 

died from that just now! 

Lord Commander, what should we do now? That boy seems to have the means 

to hide in this fog!” Chile said in a solemn voice. 

Han Guangs gaze flickered, and he said somberly, ?you go straight to the other 

side to guard. We absolutely cant let them enter Heaven One Continent! That 

boy only has the power of one strike. presently, his Dao sword suffered 

damage. It’s absolutely impossible to slash out a second time! As long as they 

dare to show their faces, kill them! I’ll wait for Commander Luo Chuan they all 

here. Once the army arrives, well immediately charge into Heaven One 

Continent. At that time, whether or not they get out won’t matter anymore!” 

Chiles expression turned somber, and he obeyed the order and left. 

In the fog, the figures of Ye Yuan and the rest became dusky, merging into one 

with the surrounding fog, making it extremely difficult to find. 

In this fog, the Emerald Sea Divine Conch could unleash the greatest effect. 

Even if these Saint Sovereign Heavens passed by them, they could forget about 

finding them too. 

Master Ye, are you alright?” Big Yellow asked concernedly. 

Ye Yuan’s complexion was deathly pale as he said weakly, “I wont die. 

However, my Dao sword has been severely damaged and needs to be nurtured 



This move held incredible power, but it was a mutual destruction fighting 

The Dao sword was linked to Ye Yuan’ s life. They were bound together for good 

or ill. 

Dao sword was where Ye Yuan’s foundation lay. Once it was executed at full 

power , its power was much stronger than the Sword of Heaven Killing. But the 

sequela was also immense. 

Within half a month, Ye Yuan had no way of taking action. 

Ye Yuan’ s Dao sword was currently in the Myriad Realms Mountain, mrrowing 

the grandmist energy to nurture. 

Grandmist energy was the source of all things. It could nurture the Dao sword. 

If not for this, he would not be able to re-condense the Dao sword within a few 

you this fellow, to actually still be hiding such a powerful move, are you 

planning on using it to ambush me, this Heaven One Continent’s overlord?- 

Yang Qing cried out strangely. 

Jingfeis mouth curled, and she said disdainfully , ?With your pathetic 

appearance , Big Brother Ye Yuan can pummel you with one hand. Is there still 

a need to sneak attack you?” 

Yang Qing smiled coldly and said, “That’s just temporary! This exalt is going to 

break through to True Sovereign Heaven right away. At that time, wouldn’t I 

abuse him a thousand times over?” 

Alou keep talking nonsense, and you can get out for me! Go face the blood race 

army alone by yourself!” Ye Yuan yelled coldly. 

The moment Yang Qing heard, he indeed shut up sensibly. 

These blood race members were too strong. They could not be killed at all, If he 

went out, it would be certain death! 

“Master Ye, that True Sovereign Heaven already went to the other side. We 

can’t get out now either. What do we do?” Big Yellow said worriedly, 

“Kill!” 

Ye Yuan’s expression turned cold, and he said, “This fog is our natural barrier! 



That middle True Sovereign Heaven was heavily wounded by my Dao sword. He 

definitely won’t be able to recover to the peak within a month. The True 

Sovereign Heaven on the other side is afraid of us entering the Heaven One 

Continent. He absolutely won’t dare to come in easily. Then we’ll kill them until 

they are terrified!” 

The moment Yang Qing heard, he could not help being greatly excitedly and 

said, “Heh heh, this is good, this is good!” 

lingfei, who craved nothing short of the world being plunged into chaos, was 

naturally very excited too. 

With two True Sovereign Heavens around, they had nowhere to hide under the 

Emerald Sea Divine Conch too. 

But, if it was just one True Sovereign Heaven, when the Emerald Sea Divine 

Conch activated water rule and hid in the fog, it was like nature itself! 

They could turn into hunters in the fog. 

And the blood race army would be their prey! 

Damn it, where are those few fellows hiding? We’ve already searched the fog 

several times and didn’t even see a damn thing! Could it be that they can still 

evaporate into thin air?” 

They must have some concealment means. We cant lower our guard! ? 

“Sigh, what methods can they have? That strongest punk is already half- dead! 

But, got to say, that sword of his was really terrifying, to actually kill 

Commander Han Guang with one sword! I’m still a little scared until now!? 

Stop talking nonsense! Hurry up and search! This fog is too big. The 5000 of 

us can’t even set off any waves after spreading in. ? 

A blood race team was currently searching the fog Due to that, their divine 

sense detection range was very small. They could only patrol back and forth 

continuously. 

It was just that three days had passed. They did not find Ye Yuan five peoples 

shadows at all. 



The army of 4900 people split into squads of 49, carrying out a carpet search 

of the entire fog area. 

This squad was one of them. 

At the back of the team, a ball of water quietly enveloped the three people who 

were talking just now, without making a sound- 

These three people were merely middle Saint Sovereign Heavens. Being 

covered up by this ball of water, they got a big shock and instinctively wanted 

to cry for help. But, they could not cry out in the water curtain at alL 

At this time, a figure appeared. 

Yang Qing looked at these three people with a playful face and sudden ly 

stabbed a spear towards one of them. 

This spear did not have the slightest rule fluctuation. 

But, after the tip of the spear pierced into the body of that blood race member, 

a terrifying destructive power exploded in his body. 

That blood race member was directly wiped out by Yang Qing. 

At the same time, the two blood race members beside him also directly turned 

into nothingness without making a sound. 

It turned out that Ye Yuan injected two streams of sword energy and directly 

garroted these two. 

Yang Qing gnashed his teeth in hatred and said angrily, “You snatched my 

people again!” 

Ye Yuan made a shushing hand gesture, signaling for Yang Qing to leave. 

The two figures escaped into the fog again, disappearing. 

Very soon, another squad passed by them. 

When Yang Qing saw this scene, his expression could not help changing 

slightly. 

They nearly got exposed. 

“You this fellow, killing people too slowly!” Ye Yuan looked toward Yang Qing 

and said lightly. 



Yang Qing was angered until his expression was livid, but there was nothing 

that he could do. 

Wanting to immediately obliterate and also not make any sound, it was really 

difficult! 

Sniff yowre really a freak! 

Even killing people is faster than me! 


